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namely, whether the Soviet
Union was really turning out
long-range nuclear missiles
“like sausages,” as Nikita
Khrushchev boasted. Only
when a RAND Corporation
report stressed that satellites
could track Soviet military
activities did American leaders
grow interested.

But there were procedural
hurdles. Until the creation of
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, many
different scientific groups
and branches of the military vied for the
job of launching satellites. And Congress
could not easily be persuaded that satellite
reconnaissance was even possible. A senator
from Louisiana, listening to the testimony of
America’s top rocket scientists, broke in to
ask whether they were out of their minds.
The Soviets faced obstacles of their own,
including the kind of paranoia that led
Joseph Stalin to lock up the country’s best
rocket scientist in Siberia, for fear that the
man was scheming to overthrow the Soviet
government.

Dickson focuses mostly on America,
unveiling the personalities behind the
blueprints (former Nazi Wernher von
Braun ran the U.S. Army’s missile pro-
gram) and moving back and forth in time to
trace the short- and long-term effects of
Sputnik. Though it’s always irritating to be
told what Americans felt at a given time, the
writer makes a good case for how radically
the satellite destabilized and redirected the
national psyche. Sputnik not only opened
people’s automatic garage doors as it
passed over, it also persuaded taxpayers to
hand over billions of dollars for John F.
Kennedy’s moon-landing program. It yield-
ed a generation of science majors and
tipped the balance in education away from
rote learning and toward independent
thinking. It ultimately created a nation of
e-mailing, Web-siting high-technophiles
who couldn’t build a road or repair a
bridge if their lives depended on it.

“No man but a blockhead ever wrote,
except for money,” Samuel Johnson is said to
have observed. Dickson is no blockhead, but

rather a journeyman writer of
more than 40 books on such
topics as ice cream, baseball,
jokes, names, slang, think
tanks, golf, and Frisbees.
Here, he melds the work of
innumerable scientists and
scholars (his bibliography
runs to 18 pages) with the
“incredible amount” of mate-
rial declassified during the
past decade. As for the book’s
illustrations, many are from a
collection of Sputnik-related
photographs the author

bought on eBay.
Who, in 1957 or 2000, could have pre-

dicted that the first shock of the next century
would result not from space-age technology
but from a handful of men bearing box cut-
ters and airline tickets?

—A. J. Hewat
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Wenegrat, an associate professor of psy-
chiatry at Stanford University School of
Medicine, argues that many human ill-
nesses of past and present are in fact “illness
roles.” Patients adopt and play out these
roles for their own benefit, often with the
encouragement of deluded or naive doc-
tors. He doesn’t contend that all disorders,
or even all mental disorders, qualify as illness
roles. Rather, he limits his attention to
those forms of suffering that have no under-
lying organic basis and that are relatively
circumscribed in time and place. Some
patients knowingly fashion their symptoms,
whereas others take on their roles with utter
sincerity. But Wenegrat has little sympathy
for any of them. Illness roles, he maintains,
are “inherently antisocial.”

Despite massive detail and documenta-
tion, Wenegrat makes several careless
errors—he botches a date, misconstrues the
work of Anton Mesmer, and uses the obso-
lete term hysteria—but the book suffers
from several larger problems. On the con-
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ceptual level, Wenegrat never explains
what distinguishes an illness role from a
true illness. While hedging about chronic
fatigue syndrome and multiple chemical
sensitivity, he is confident that schizophre-
nia qualifies as genuine, even though the
incidence of diagnosed schizophrenia is a
fraction of what it was a generation ago.
And he avoids entirely such difficult exam-
ples as post-traumatic stress disorder.

On the methodological level, Wenegrat
often generalizes from a case to a class. After
telling of a therapist who seemed intent on
applying the multiple personality disorder
label to a patient influenced through hypnosis
and outright coercion, the author declares that
the disorder always develops as a way of
pleasing the therapist. He similarly suggests
that because 19th-century neurologist Jean-
Martin Charcot molded his “grand hysterics,”

whose symptoms included seizures and
delusions, manipulative therapists control
all such patients.

Finally, the moral level: To dismiss suf-
fering people as playing roles for gain is
condescending, if not hostile. Wenegrat
archly assumes that behavioral scientists
can explain the whys and wherefores of
human suffering better than the sufferers
themselves. With his many curious anthro-
pological examples of demonic possession
and collective neurosis, he exalts the
detached scientific observer while showing
little sympathy for forms of psychic pain
unfamiliar to our culture.

Theater of Disorder is a missed opportunity.
Illness roles are pervasive and powerful,
and they shouldn’t be treated as merely out-
landish.

—Karl E. Scheibe
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